To the delegates at the FYEG General
Assembly 2017

SUPPORT LETTER FOR ZUZANA PAVELKOVÁ
Berlin, 27/04/2017

Dear Delegates at the FYEG GA,

hereby we would like to express our deepest support for Zuzanas application as EC Member of the
Federation of Young European Greens. We definitely think that she has the capacity, motivation and
enthusiasm to carry on the idea of FYEG in the next year and that she will definitely enrich the
organization’s future work.

As Zuzana has already outlined his political convictions herself in his application, we do not think that

we have to go further into details, but rather want to stress a few of her more personal qualities.
Having worked with her in numerous occasions, we enjoyed her enthusiasm and ability to get other

people involved. Besides her great motivating skills, she also works well-structured, can organize
discussions and lead them to a result, and if necessary, get things done. Furthermore, she is always
eager to learn new things, considering topics from all sides, and is really great in working with people
from diverse cultural and geographic backgrounds speaking different languages.

With her skills and personal qualities, her knowledge about and contacts within the international

green movement as well as, especially during the GYG Congress, her past engagement and
experiences with FYEG, we whole-heartedly support Zuzanas application as EC Member of FYEG. We
wish her all the best and would love to start working further with her in this position.

If you have any questions or wish to have further information, please do not hesitate to contact the
international coordination of the GRÜNE JUGEND by writing to internationals@gruene-jugend.de.
Yours sincerely,
Anna Peters, Ann-Christine Herbold, Anna Hochmuth, Julius Rupprecht, Anton Jaekel, and Clara
Kiesbye

- International Coordination of GRÜNE JUGEND –

Jamila Schäfer, Moritz Heuberger, Armin Bernsee, Lea Schlang, Alexandra Pater, Chiara Tummeley,
Ricarda Lang, Jonas Graeber, Kay Wilhelm Mähler, Anton Jaekel
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